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NarrativeWave is the first intelligence platform to provide data-to-decision 

analytics for the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). The company’s software 

combines your data with your domain expertise to auto-generate actionable 

business insights and recommendations, providing real-time decisions on 

critical industrial assets.

OUR BENEFITS:

IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY
Automates manual labor intensive processes 
incurred by complex analysis of large sets of data.

REDUCED TIME TO DEPLOYMENT
Enables engineers to build models on their own, 
without a developer or data scientist. 

INCREASED ACCURACY
Computer automated proven processes deliver 
more reliable insights & eliminate human errors.

FOUNDATION FOR MORE COMPLEX ANALYTICS
Creates a next generation knowledge base 
established on an accurate understanding of your 
data, analytical models, and assets.

Turn your data into actionable insights.

TAKE ACTION ON YOUR DATA

Breakthrough system of customizable equations to power 
the most cutting edge analytics.

HOW IT WORKS:

USER DIRECTED INTERFACE
Engineer focused intuitive interface to create detection 
models without the need for developers or data scientists.

AUTOMATED RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on your engineers’ knowledge and their accurate 
understanding of your assets.

ADVANCED EQUATIONS

PROCESS FLOWS
A cutting-edge interactive visualization giving the ability to 
define and identify the flow of root cause analytics.

BUSINESS INSIGHT REPORTS
Auto-generated reports providing real-time decisions & 
minimizing downtime on critical industrial assets.

KNOWLEDGE BASE
Centralize your engineers’ expertise making it available across 
functions, departments & regions.

OUR PLATFORM:
NarrativeWave connects your engineers expertise with operational data, 

creating an evolving knowledge base of how your equipment should be 

operated, maintained, and evaluated. The platform’s intuitive interface allows 

users to create and iterate over detection models, without the ongoing need 

of developers or data scientists. Using advanced algorithms, the system 

automates the tedious process of root cause analysis to auto-generate critical 

decisions and reports. Most importantly, the results are available in real-time 

to ensure immediate impact on business operations.


